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About ShareAction
ShareAction is a UK registered charity working globally to lay the tracks for
responsible investment across the investment system. Its vision is a world where
ordinary savers and institutional investors work together to ensure our communities
and environment are safe and sustainable for all.
In particular, ShareAction encourages institutional investors to be active owners and
responsible providers of financial capital to investee companies, while engaging
meaningfully with the individual savers whose money they manage. Since 2005,
ShareAction has ranked the largest UK asset owners and asset managers on their
responsible investment performance. In 2017, they expanded to ranking European
banks on their management of climate risk. In 2018, they will also rank global insurers
and pension funds.
ShareAction works with players across the investment chain to create a movement for
responsible investment. This movement includes savers who all too often feel
excluded from the investment system, to the institutional investors that operate within
it and the policy-makers that regulate it.

Contact us about this report
Toby Belsom
Head of Research
ShareAction
toby.belsom@shareaction.org
+44 (0)20 7403 7800
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Savers show their questions for providers at the
April 2018 Pension Power meeting focused on
ShareAction’s Pensions for the Next Generation
(2018) report on member engagement
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FOREWORDS

The Rt Hon Frank Field MP
Chair, House of Commons Select
Committee on Work and Pensions

Automatic enrolment has been a
runaway success, bringing millions of
people on board in saving for their
retirement. The next stage in this rolling
programme of reform will necessarily
involve keeping those savers enrolled as
minimum contributions rise. But
reformers must take care not to lose
sight of the crucial importance of
engaging people with the broader
issues around saving and planning for
retirement. Indeed, it will be vital in
keeping those savers saving, and
hopefully encouraging them to save
even more.
It is against this backdrop that
ShareAction has produced this
significant piece of research into
areas that took a back seat during the
first stage of automatic enrolment.
The research uncovers particularly
disappointing trends in communications
and engagement.
Setting nine million people on the path
to saving for their retirement has been
a huge feat of engagement in itself, and
pension providers should be
capitalising on the opportunities
brought about by this new generation
of savers.
7

In our recent report on pension
freedoms and choice, the Select
Committee argued that the pension
industry needs to build on the concept
and success of automatic enrolment
and introduce a system of default
decumulation pathways – including
through NEST – that will protect
consumers who do not engage with
their pension saving.
But the real prize will be a properly
functioning pension freedom market,
and that will only be achieved with
informed, engaged savers. There is a
balance to be struck between the
comfort or “inertia” of the rollout of
automatic enrolment, and actively
engaging what is a new cadre of
predominantly younger savers whose
retirement income will depend on the
amount they put away. They are many
years from retirement in an increasingly
uncertain financial world and are fully
exposed to investment risk along the
way.

“

It is against this backdrop that ShareAction has produced
this significant piece of research into areas that took a
back seat during the first stage of automatic enrolment.
The research uncovers particularly disappointing trends
in communications and engagement.

”
This is also an important opportunity to
focus on the incorporation of
responsible investment – especially in
the default fund where the vast
majority of these new savers
are – ensuring that even the most
disengaged savers still benefit from the
proper consideration of environmental,
social and governance risk. This new
generation of savers is especially well
placed to take the long view and realise
the benefits of a retirement plan that is
truly sustainable for them personally,
but also for their fellow citizens and the
planet.

Frank Field has been the Labour
Member of Parliament for Birkenhead
since 1979. He has served as Chair of
the House of Commons Select
Committee on Work and Pensions since
2015. Under his chairmanship, it has
led a number of high profile inquiries
into the collapse of BHS and Carillion,
the status of self-employed workers in
the ‘gig’ economy, and the roll-out of
the Government’s welfare reforms. The
committee also scrutinises policy
developments in the pensions sector
more broadly; most recently,
proposals to enhance The Pension
Regulator’s powers to safeguard
defined benefit scheme members, and
the introduction of collective defined
contribution pension schemes.
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Anthony Raymond
Acting Executive Director,
The Pensions Regulator

“

This report is important in highlighting some good
practice and showing where more work needs to be
done. As we move through authorisation and into
supervision of master trusts TPR expects standards of
governance to improve and to see these improvements
reflected in future research reports.

”
The pensions landscape has changed
dramatically in recent years and is still
evolving. Automatic enrolment is
bringing millions of new savers into
pensions each year, many into master
trust schemes. As the regulator of
trust-based schemes, our attention is
drawn to the master trust schemes in
the report.
The master trust market has grown
rapidly– from 270,000 members in
2010 to over 9 million people
today – 59% of those automatically
enrolled were enrolled in to a DC
trust-based scheme and of those 94%
used a master trust. This huge influx of
members means the need for effective
governance is increasingly important.
As the master trust market has grown,
TPR called for much stricter regulatory
controls on master trust schemes and
voiced concerns over the very low
barriers to market entry. The
government responded, and from
October 2018 master trusts need to
apply to TPR for authorisation to
operate. We consider this the lynchpin
in the development of a sustainable and
safe DC trust-based market.
9

As well as meeting master trust
authorisation criteria, TPR are clear we
expect master trusts to meet all other
relevant duties and requirements
including on investment governance
and member engagement. For example,
TPR’s investment governance guidance
is clear that most DC scheme
investments are long-term and
therefore exposed to the longer-term
financial risks, including climate change
and corporate governance, that can
impact over the short and longer-term.
Further, in our work on 21st century
trusteeship where TPR are looking to
raise standards of governance across all
schemes, we focused on having an and
diverse board led by an effective chair
earlier in 2017.

“

As well as meeting master trust authorisation criteria,
TPR are clear we expect master trusts to meet all other
relevant duties and requirements including on
investment governance and member engagement.

”
Automatic enrolment, and the existence
of default funds and a default strategy,
are a direct response to member
inertia. We provide guidance for
trustees on knowing their members
and seeking their views, setting out
practical ways trustees can understand
their members particularly when setting
investment strategies and assessing
value for members. These providers are
all in the market for automatic
enrolment business, so it is
disappointing that their member
communication and engagement
strategies seem built on the
presumption that those who join a
scheme through automatic enrolment
then suddenly become proactive and
engaged and come looking for
information.
As a final point, the fact that one
provider in particular has broken away
from the “pack” in responsible
investment shows what can be achieved
in these important areas and it is for the
other providers to now make a
concerted effort to do better and to
catch the leader.

This report is important in
highlighting some good practice and
showing where more work needs to
be done. As we move through
authorisation and into supervision of
master trusts TPR expects standards
of governance to improve and to see
these improvements reflected in future
research reports.
Anthony is the Acting Executive
Director of Regulatory Policy,
Analysis and Advice and General
Counsel at The Pensions Regulator
(TPR). Anthony qualified as a solicitor
16 years ago and has worked at TPR for
the last nine years, initially as a litigation
lawyer and subsequently in policy,
management and leadership roles.
Anthony has extensive experience of
regulatory, pensions, and public law and
practice.
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Introduction
This report is ShareAction’s second survey assessing the UK’s largest
auto-enrolment pension providers, and follows recent research by ShareAction into
pensions communications for the next generation of saversi , and the
transparency and accountability of independent governance committees (IGCs) ii at
16 large UK contract-based pension schemes.
This survey has two purposes: firstly, to rank auto-enrolment pension providers on
responsible investment with a focus on their default funds, and secondly,
to rank the content and quality of communications and engagement with the
millions of new savers. The scores from both responsible investment and
communications and engagement are combined to give an overall ranking. These
areas were selected as they have so far received little focus during the roll-out of
auto-enrolment. The report provides a series of suggestions and
recommendations for the pensions industry, policymakers, and regulators.
The survey was developed following a review of industry best practice and
consultation with a range of stakeholders. The survey questions are available in
the appendix. The 10 largest auto-enrolment pension providers (by members)
completed the survey between January and April 2018. After initially agreeing to
participate, Smart Pension withdrew. Questions relating to governance reflect the
differences between contract-based and master trust schemes. As Legal & General
and Standard Life offer both master trust and contract-based schemes, scores are
listed for both product types.

Survey Findings
The report comes to a number of different findings that cover both:
1. responsible investment (227 points available) and
2. quality and content of member communications and engagement
(125 points available).
The section on responsible investment is divided into five themes: responsible
investment policy and process, engagement with portfolio holdings, climate change,
workforce, and ethics. As this area covered a broader range of issues, the responsible
investment theme had a greater weighting in the overall score. The findings are
summarised in the following pages.
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Total Scores
260/352

204/352

197/227

125/227

63/125

79/125

The People’s
Pension (MT)

NEST (MT)

193/352

193/352

129/227

115/227

64/125

78/125

Standard Life
(MT)

Aviva (CB)

166/352

139/352

104/227

68/227

62/125

71/125

Royal London
(CB)

Total Score
(out of 352)
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NOW:Pensions
(MT)

Responsible Investment
Score (out of 227)

Communications &
Engagement Score (out of 125)

200/352

195/352

127/227

122/227

73/125

73/125

Legal & General
(CB)

Legal & General
(MT)

192/352

187/352

114/227

118/227

78/125

69/125

Standard Life
(CB)

Scottish Widows
(CB)

90/352
26/227
64/125

Aegon UK
(CB)

Smart Pension
(MT)
Withdrew

Figure 1: Aggregated scores and section breakdown across responsible investment and communications and
engagement. CB = contract-based scheme. MT = master trust.
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Findings
Finding 1: NEST came first overall, achieving 74 per cent (page 27). The middle group
of providers is highly clustered- second to ninth place are spread over 11 per cent.
NOW: Pensions’ master trust and Aegon UK’s contract-based scheme received the
lowest scores, while Smart Pension withdrew from the survey.
Finding 2: NEST gained the highest score on responsible investment - 30 per cent
above second placed Aviva’s contract-based product (page 30). NEST’s approach
to climate-related financial risks and environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
engagement within its default funds was particularly commendable.
Finding 3: There is little to differentiate the performance of auto-enrolment pension
providers across communications and member engagement (page 35). There is only
a 13 per cent difference between the leading provider (The People’s Pension) and the
two worst performing providers. The findings show:
1. There is, on the whole, little to separate providers in how they communicate
and engage with members;
2. There are pockets of good practice and innovation;
3. There is a lack of evidence pension providers are actively reaching out to
savers to engage on important issues that really matter to them.
Finding 4: Default fund portfolios represent a climate risk lottery (page 41). NEST
was the clear leader in addressing climate-related financial risks in the default fund,
scoring 86 per cent in the climate change theme. NEST is the only provider that
incorporates climate-related financial risks when setting the default funds’
investment managers’ performance objectives and requirements for reporting, and
the only provider to have a measurable and time-bound target to reduce the
portfolio’s exposure to climate-related financial risks. No other auto-enrolment
pension provider scored above 32 per cent, a finding which would provide strong
evidence that climate-related financial risks are not addressed sufficiently by
auto-enrolment default funds.
Finding 5: Despite saver and societal concerns, auto-enrolment pension providers
are lax on engaging with investee companies on aggressive tax policies (page 44).
Only NEST and Royal London (through their asset management arm Royal London
Asset Management - which manages 100 per cent of the default fund) have specific
policies relating to responsible tax conduct in investee companies. The remaining
providers had no specific policies in place to engage investee companies on this
matter.
Finding 6: Controversial weapons exclusions do not go far enough (page 45). Six of
the nine auto-enrolment pension providers have specific policies to address
controversial weapons that apply to all fund options offered. However, these policies
differ in their approach: all six exclude companies linked to cluster munitions and
anti-personnel landmines, while only three exclude those with links to chemical and
biological weapons.
Finding 7: Eight of the 11 boards of trustees and IGCs are made up of less than 30
per cent women (page 49). NOW: Pensions has the highest proportion of women at
60 per cent, while Royal London’s IGC contains the fewest women, with 17 per cent.
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April 2018 Pension Power meeting
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Recommendations
The findings in each section lead to a series of recommendations for the 10
auto-enrolment pension providers, the FCA, the Pensions Regulator, and the
Department for Work & Pensions.

Recommendations for auto-enrolment pension providers

Responsible Investment

Recommendation 1. Each auto-enrolment pension provider should produce
a statement of responsible investment principles
This document would explicitly state their responsible investment expectations for all
asset managers, in-house or external, active or passive, ensuring savers’ best interests
are met. This statement might include:
• A commitment to engage with underlining investments to promote better
practice on material responsible investment issues, such as climate change
and tax policies.
• Recognise that these policies should apply to default funds as well as
alternative fund choices.
• Clarification of which (if any) ethical concerns are considered, for example,
controversial weapons exclusions.
Recommendation 2. Incorporate targets and products that address climate-related
financial risks into default fund investment management
All default funds should address climate-related financial risks as standard, in both
the active and passive portfolios and across all asset classes. Auto-enrolment pension
providers should also introduce measurable and time-bound targets to reduce the
default fund portfolios’ exposure to climate-related financial risks.
Recommendation 3. Improve board and IGC diversity
To improve governance and representation, trustee boards and IGCs should outline a
strategy to increase board diversity with clear time bound targets.
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Communications & Engagement

Recommendation 4. Promote member engagement
Auto-enrolment pension providers should report annually on policies and
programmes that seek to engage members, and share knowledge within the
industry on best practice.
Recommendation 5. Commit to an annual member meeting
These member meetings should aim to discuss and identify key issues of concern
among members.
Recommendation 6. Third party audit of communication and engagement
Auto-enrolment pension providers should ensure information provided to each
member is short, simple, relevant to individuals, and accessible through a range of
technologies and media. This should be assessed by an independent third party and
benchmarked against leading practice.

Recommendations for the Department for Work and Pensions,
the FCA, and The Pensions Regulator
Recommendation 1. Encouraging climate risk assessments in default funds
To reduce the climate risk lottery that currently exists among auto-enrolment default
funds, the regulators should set a timeframe for auto-enrolment pension providers to
incorporate the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures core
recommendations.
Recommendation 2. Strengthening governance frameworks
To improve diversity across the governance committees the regulators ought
to encourage auto-enrolment pension providers to set targets to improve diversity
on governance boards.
Recommendation 3. Promoting member engagement
To have formal mechanisms to understand members’ views and incorporate them into
fund policy, the regulators ought to encourage auto-enrolment pension providers to
commit to annual member meetings. Additionally, the regulators should require
providers to annually report on their strategies to increase both member engagement
in general and each individual’s contributions.
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Introduction
Since the introduction of automatic-enrolment in 2012, approximately 9.3
million additional workers are now in workplace pension schemesiii . This report
details the findings of ShareAction’s second survey of the UK’s largest
auto-enrolment pension providers. The 2018 survey built upon the 2015 survey and
our recent survey of the transparency and accountability of independent governance
committees (IGCs) to focus on responsible investment practices in default fund
portfolios, as well as communications and engagement with the millions of new
savers.
Through the publication of this report we have a single purpose: to improve these
schemes for the members’ benefit. This survey has two objectives: to assess
responsible investment (with a focus on default funds) and member communications
and engagement across the 10 largest auto-enrolment pension providers.
Through this report, ShareAction hopes to produce a resource for savers, employers,
regulators, policymakers, boards of trustees and IGCs, and auto-enrolment pension
providers. ShareAction also hopes to promote competition between auto-enrolment
pension providers - improving standards of responsible investment and member
communications and engagement. ShareAction aims to improve retirement outcomes
for millions of workers, understanding that the quality of retirement will be judged
through not only retirement incomes, but also the state of the world into which
people will retire.
20
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Survey Design
The survey is divided into two sections:
1. responsible investment and
2. communications and engagement.
These topics were selected as they are two areas that have so far received little focus
during the roll-out of auto-enrolment.
The responsible investment section addresses actions taken within the default funds,
where the vast majority of savers’ assets are held iv. There are five themes within the
responsible investment section:

Responsible investment policies and process: assessed the
provider’s governance of, and policies for, responsible investment.

Engagement with portfolio holdings: assessed how, as asset
owners, pension funds approached engagement on ESG
issues – especially in quoted equities.

Climate change: assessed the incorporation of climate-related
financial risks into investment decisions for default fund holdings.

Workforce: assessed the incorporation of workforce-related
financial risks into investment decisions.

Ethics: assessed how providers addressed ethical concerns in
investment decisions.

38 questions and corresponding answer options emerged from these themes, guided
by industry best practice and international standards such as the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals. The survey had a number of iterations following internal reviews
and external consultation, for example with experts from The Pensions Regulator
(TPR) and the Department for Work & Pensions (DWP).
Due to governance differences between contract-based and master trust schemes,
two versions of the questions for responsible investment policies and process were
created. As Legal & General and Standard Life offer both contract-based and master
trust auto-enrolment products, they were required to answer both forms, each
generating two scores for the theme. All other questions are common to both
governance types.
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A maximum score of 352 was available in the survey. The scoring was split between
responsible investment (64 per cent) and communications and engagement
(36 per cent). As this area covered a broader range of issues, the responsible
investment theme had a greater weighting in the overall score. The full breakdown
can be viewed in Figure 2. It was recognised that not all questions were applicable to
each auto-enrolment pension provider, for example, because they did not use
investment consultants. This was taken into account during the scoring process.
The full list of questions and corresponding weighting can be found under Appendix 1.

Score Distribution

11%
11%

36%

17%
12%

14%

Communication & Engagement
(36 per cent)

Responsible Investment
Policies & Processes (14 per cent)

Climate Change (17 per cent)

Ethics (11 per cent)

Engagement with portfolio
Holdings (12 per cent)

Workforce (11 per cent)

Figure 2: Full breakdown of survey score distribution. Score breakdown sums to 101% due to rounding.
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Selection of Providers
The 10 largest auto-enrolment pension providers based on membership numbers,
including both contract-based schemes and master trusts, were selected to be
assessed in the 2018 survey. As there is no official list of the largest auto-enrolment
pension providers, numerous sources were used to determine who to survey. This
included publicly available documents and webpages from the pension
providers such as IGC reports, previous ShareAction work, industry research such
as the 2017 Defined Contribution Investment Forum UK master trust reportv, and
consultation with industry experts.

Research Process
In January 2018, ShareAction invited the selected auto-enrolment pension providers
to take part in the survey through letters to each of the CEOs and emails to contacts
within each organisation. All 10 auto-enrolment pension providers initially agreed to
take part, however, Smart Pension subsequently withdrew leaving nine providers that
responded to the survey. In February 2018, questionnaires were distributed by email
to designated contacts at each organisation with a deadline of submission in March.
Once preliminary data analysis had taken place, the scored surveys were returned to
each provider for additional clarification and comment with a deadline of April.
Clarifications and comments were reviewed and integrated, with final sign-off being
retained by ShareAction, and the final scores were generated.
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Introduction
This section explores the key themes that emerged from the survey
responses following analysis.
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Finding 1: Overall rankings
Background
This finding details the aggregated performance across both the responsible
investment and communications and engagement sections. Of the 352 points
available, 64 per cent are allocated to responsible investment questions, and
34 per cent are allocated to communications and engagement. As the responsible
investment section covered a broader range of issues, it had a greater weighting in
the overall score.

Findings

260/352
197/227
63/125

NEST (MT)

The People’s
Pension (MT)

192/352
114/227
78/125

187/352
118/227
69/125

Standard Life
(CB)

Scottish Widows
(CB)

Total Score
(out of 352)
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204/352
125/227
79/125

Responsible Investment
Score (out of 227)

200/352
127/227
73/125

Legal & General
(CB)

166/352
104/227
62/125

Royal London
(CB)

Communications &
Engagement Score (out of 125)

195/352
122/227
73/125

Legal & General
(MT)

139/352
68/227
71/125

NOW: Pensions
(MT)

193/352
129/227
64/125

193/352
115/227
78/125

Aviva
(CB)

Standard Life
(MT)

90/352
26/227
64/125

Aegon UK
(CB)

Withdrew

Smart Pension
(MT)

Figure 3: Aggregated scores and section breakdown across responsible investment and communication and
engagement. CB = contract-based scheme. MT = master trust.
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1. NEST have come first overall, achieving 74 per cent. This is a result of their very
strong performance across the responsible investment themes, in particular,
climate change, engagement with portfolio holdings and responsible investment
policies and process.
2. Other providers are clustered with little differentiation. Second place The People’s
Pension out-performed ninth placed Royal London by 11 per cent. Whereas, there
is a gap of 19 per cent between The People’s Pension and NEST.
3. Auto-enrolment product offerings from NOW: Pensions and Aegon UK received
the lowest scores.
4. Smart Pension withdrew from the survey process, and have received zero points
as a result.
5. There is no significant trend of master trust against contract-based scheme
performance.
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Lauren Peacock, ShareAction, discussing
default pension funds at the October 2017
Pension Power meeting

Finding 2: Responsible investment: NEST and the rest
Background
This finding details the aggregated performance across the five themes. Questions
broadly focused on the incorporation of responsible investment practices into the
default funds of each provider’s auto-enrolment product offering, as this is where
the vast majority of members remain once enrolledvi . The themes and percentage
weighting 1 of the responsible investment sections are:
• Responsible investment policies and processes (21 per cent)
• Engagement with portfolio holdings (19 per cent)
• Climate change (26 per cent)
• Workforce (18 per cent)
• Ethics (17 per cent)

Responsible Investment Score Distribution

17%

18%

Themes &
Percentage
Weightings

21%

19%

26%

1. Percentages sum to greater than 100 per cent due to rounding
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Findings
Responsible Investment Aggregate Score (out of 227)

NEST (MT)
Total 197

Aviva (CB)
Total 129

Legal &
General (CB)
Total 127

The People’s
Pension (MT)
Total 125

Legal &
General
(MT)
Total 122

Scottish
Widows
(CB)
Total 118

Standard
Life (MT)
Total 115

Standard
Life (CB)
Total 114

Royal
London (CB)
Total 104

NOW:
Pensions
(MT)
Total 68

Aegon UK
(CB)
Total 26

Smart
Pension
(MT)
withdrew

Responsible Investment Score

Responsible Investment
points not obtained

Figure 4: Aggregated performance across responsible investment themes

1. NEST is the stand-out leader, scoring 87 per cent, 30 per cent above second
placed Aviva’s auto-enrolment product. Pension providers placing second to ninth
fall within 11 per cent of each other. NOW: Pensions and Aegon UK place 10th and
11th, with 30 per cent and 11 per cent respectively.
2. NEST’s leading performance can be attributed to the emphasis placed on
responsible investment in the default funds, from asset allocation to engagement,
with policies covering a wide range of ESG issues.
3. Default fund offerings in the auto-enrolment products from NOW: Pensions and
Aegon UK received the lowest responsible investment scores. Neither provider
utilises holdings to take action on material workforce risks such as supply chain
issues or gender diversity. Moreover, both providers score zero on engaging with
portfolio holdings. Aegon UK reported that it did not receive information on the
results of engagement through the default fund portfolio holdings, while
NOW: Pensions hold no voting rights over their investments due to the derivative
contracts through which they are held.
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4. Contract-based providers are delegating virtually all oversight for responsible
investment to their in-house asset managers, evidenced by the fact responsible
investment policies provided were in their asset management arms’ names.
Standard Life are on track to buck this trend, and will release their own ESG policy
in 2018, outlining their expectations for their investment partners, allowing them to
monitor and manage responsible investment activities.
5. Only two of the six contract-based schemes’ IGCs stated they consider ESG
factors as a part of the Value for Money assessment.
6. The aggregated responsible investment performance allows for a comparison with
the standings from the 2015 survey, as the 2015 survey did not assess
communications and engagement. This highlights the improvement of NEST and
The People’s Pension as responsible investors, as well as highlighting Aviva’s
consistent performance. It should be noted the change in rating is indicative only,
as the questions in the 2015 and 2018 surveys cover slightly different responsible
investment topics.

Movement since ShareAction’s 2015 ranking of auto-enrolment pension providers
2018 Position

1.

2015 ShareAction
survey

Nest (MT)

2018 Position

2015 ShareAction
survey

7. Standard Life (MT)

2. Aviva (CB)

8. Standard Life (CB)

3. Legal & General (CB)

9. Royal London (CB)

4. The People’s
Pension (MT)

10. NOW: Pensions (MT)

5. Legal & General (MT)

11. Aegon UK (CB)

6. Scottish Widows (CB)

Table 1: Movement since the 2015 ShareAction auto-enrolment survey
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Recommendations

“

Pensions Minister, Guy Opperman, has stated that the
Government believes instances where no social or
environmental considerations are financially material in
the selection, retention, and realisation of investments
“…will be rare if they exist at all”vii

”
Pensions Minister, Guy Opperman, has stated that the Government believes instances
where no social or environmental considerations are financially material in the
vii
selection, retention and realisation of investments “…will be rare if they exist at all” .
While it is undoubtedly positive that the majority of auto-enrolment pension providers
offer default funds that integrate some ESG factors into investment practices, there is
definite room for improvement, given the potential impact of strong responsible
investment practices on retirement income.
•
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Each auto-enrolment pension provider should produce statements of responsible
investment principles. This document would explicitly state their responsible
investment expectations for all investment managers, in-house or external, active
or passive, ensuring savers’ best interests are met. This statement might include:
• A commitment to engage with underlining investments to promote better
practice on material ESG issues, such as climate change and responsible
tax policies.
• Auto-enrolment pension providers should have measurable targets to
assess the results of engagement, or ensure their investment managers do.
• Recognise that these policies should apply to default funds as well as
alternative fund choices.

Proxy voting - a case study of six 2017 controversial resolutions.
How did the default funds vote?

NEST *
Aviva
Legal & General
The People’s Pension
Royal London **
Scottish Widows
Standard Life *
Aegon UK: Data not provided in survey response
NOW: Pensions: hold no voting votes
Smart Pension: withdrew from survey

5

4

3

2

1
For

1
2
Against

3

4

5

Figure 5: Ratios of “for” and “against” votes across auto-enrolment pension providers’ default fund holdings at six
controversial resolutions. Data from survey responses.
* NEST and Standard Life do not hold one of the assessed equity, meaning their total is out of five.
** Royal London abstained on two votes

The Survey also reviewed how auto-enrolment pension providers voted on six
‘controversial’ resolutions during the 2017 AGM season in their default funds. These
resolutions were selected as they took place at large, high profile businesses and each
generated >20 per cent vote against management as recorded by the Investment
Association Public Register.
The resolutions related to:
• Executive pay policy (Pearson PLC, AstraZeneca PLC, and Informa PLC).
• Re-appointment of the auditors (BT Group plc)
• Election of executive board members due to governance concerns or
over-boarding (Sports Direct PLC and HSBC Group PLC).
ShareAction undertook this analysis as it provides a broad indication of how
governance policies are implemented on behalf of default fund members. While
this is a small sample of votes, the findings are on the whole encouraging as they
show voting rights are being mobilised to affect change in the face of controversial
practices. For example, all providers that held equity in Sports Direct voted against
the re-election of the Chair. NOW: Pensions gain exposure to equity investments
through derivative contracts, meaning they hold no voting rights. There may be
strong financial and business reasons for this structure, however it limits their ability
to influence board governance. Aegon UK did not submit data for this question.
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Finding 3: Member communications
and engagement - work still to be done
Background
The communications and engagement section is scored out of 125, and assessed:
• The content of communications with members, for example, determining which
topics were covered in each providers’ policies and programmes.
• The quality of communications with members, for example, the simplicity,
relevance, and length of annual benefits statements.
• Whether auto-enrolment pension providers take a proactive approach when
engaging members.
• The measures in place to capture member insight and input.

Findings
Communications & Engagement Score (out of 125)

The People’s
Pension (MT)
Total 79

Standard
Life
(MT/CB)
Total 78

Legal
& General
(MT/CB)
Total 73

NOW:
Pensions
(MT)
Total 71

Scottish
Widows
(CB)
Total 69

Aegon UK
(CB)
Total 64

Aviva
(CB)
Total 64

NEST (MT)
Total 63

Royal
London (CB)
Total 62

Smart
Pension
(MT)
withdrew

Providers’ Communications
& Engagement Score

Providers’ Communications
& Engagement points not obtained

Figure 6: Auto-enrolment pension provider’s scores in the communication and engagement section. Note: there are
not separate entries for Legal & General and Standard Life because the questions were common to both master
trust and contract-based schemes.
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1. The People’s Pension and Standard Life lead, scoring 63 per cent and 62 per cent
respectively. NEST and Royal London performed worst, scoring 50 per cent.
2. The small range of 13 per cent between the best and worst performing providers
reflects the lack of a stand-out leader. Many of the actions occurring are
commonplace. For example, the use of mobile-optimised webpages to disseminate
information such as future changes to auto-enrolment minimum contribution rates.
Auto-enrolment pension providers are frequently relying on members being
proactive to find out pertinent information. Five out of eight providers
(Scottish Widows do not monitor this data) found that less than 20 per cent of
members have recently logged into their online pensions platform 2 . Only Aviva,
Royal London, and Standard Life made strong references to a member’s retirement
goals in their annual benefits statements.
4. Five out of nine auto-enrolment pension providers consider their member facing
communications against independent standards, for example the Pensions Quality
Mark Good Communication Guide toolkit and the Association of British Insurers’
Plain English Campaign. The People’s Pension aim to ensure all their member
facing communications have a reading age of less than 10.
5. There are pockets of innovation across saver communications and engagement:
• All providers intend to supply the proposed Pensions Dashboard with data 3 .
• Legal & General have introduced video benefits statements for members,
which illustrate the benefits to members of increasing their contributions.
Legal & General also use age profiling to prompt members to review their
contribution rates.
• Only Legal & General host an annual member forum. The People’s Pension
host a member AGM as a webinar.
• Standard Life have introduced an app that allows savers to make single
payments into their pension pot.
• Scottish Widows sends a “pensions bus” to workplaces and invites employees
on board to discuss retirement savings.
6. Only Aviva, NEST, and Legal & General seek to show members how the investment
of their savings impact the real world.
• Aviva have produced a video called “Can you protect the planet with your
pension?” It is an accessible video, informing savers of the position of their
pension in the global financial system and the influence they weild within it.
• Aegon UK are planning on introducing ESG information to member
communications, such as their welcome pack and journey.

2. The survey requested data for 2017, NEST only started measuring this data in November 2017
3. Subject to future details published
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Annual benefits statement case study
We assessed example annual benefit statements (ABSs) submitted in the survey
making qualitative judgments on the content and clarity to a broad range of
readers. This table highlights some examples of different practices.

Positive moves
THINGS WE’D LIKE TO
REMIND YOU OF
•

Your contributions are set to gradually increase in line with
minimum levels set by the government. We’ll write to you
again separately to tell you what your contributions will be.

•

It’s worth remembering that in the future you may also be
entitled to a State Pension. Go to gov.uk to find out more.
While your retirement may still feel like it’s a long way off,
it’s a good idea to start looking into your options now.

•

We’ll be writing to you again soon with more detail on what
your retirement options are - and how they might look for
you. You’ll find more information about your retirement
options on our website royallondon.com/retirement.

•

•

The amount you’re able to save into your pension without a
tax charge applying is called the annual allowance. There is
also a limit on how much your retirement savings can grow
to without incurring additional charges. You should speak to
an adviser if you have questions.

Your pension scheme website is a great place to learn more about
how a pension works. Within the site you’ll find information on
managing your plan, contributions, investments and retirement.
Using our handy calculators and short educational videos to
support your retirement planning.

GROUP PERSONAL PENSION PLAN

If you have any questions about your retirement, there’s plenty of
support available.
TAILORED FINANCIAL ADVICE
A financial adviser can give you personalised advice and
recommendations to match your individual needs and
circumstances.

Alternatively you can talk to an adviser you may already
have a relationship with, or you can find one in your area at
unbiased.co.uk.
Advisers may charge for their services - though they will agree
any fees with you up front.

£6.722.08

Private & Confidential
Mr David Wilson
10 Sample Street
Sample Town
Sample District
SA11 1AA

Your employer’s adviser is noted below. They may be able to
provide you with advice.

Your current
plan value

David Wilson

9 February 2018

YOUR ANNUAL RETIREMENT SAVINGS STATEMENT

You have life insurance cover included with your plan.
This additional benefit is paid for by your employer. If you
die, a lump sum is payable to your beneficiaries. This is in
addition to the value of your plan. The lump sum is <(X)
times your salary>or <£XX,XXX.XX>” If the details of
your life insurance beneficiaries change, please contact your
employer.

KEEP TRACK OF YOUR
PLAN ONLINE

ROYAL LONDON GROUP
PERSONAL PENSION PLAN

GET THE HELP YOU
NEED

WHO WILL YOUR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS
PASS TO?
It’s important to make sure we have the correct details for your
nominated beneficiaries. Our records currently show that if you
die, your retirement savings should pass to:

£5,700

We’ve designed this statement to help you to understand your retirement
savings. Over the next few pages we’ll summarise how your plan has
performed over your statement period, the charges you’ve paid and how the
future might look for you.

Your estimated annual
retirement income

You can find out more about how a pension works, contributions,
investments, managing your plan and your retirement options at
yourplan.royallondon.com/<VARIABLE BESPOKE URL>. If you
wish to make changes to your plan, we strongly believe that you should seek
professional financial advice.

£480.00

YOUR ANNUAL RETIREMENT SAVINGS AT A GLANCE

Your contributions

Current amount payable

£6,722.08
•

£4,833.33

£6,722.08

PREVIOUS
PLAN VALUE

CURRENT
PLAN VALUE

MRS A WILSON, WIFE, 100%

If this is correct then there is nothing for you to do. However, if
things have changed please get in touch.

From this site, you can also log on to our online service where you
can manage your plan.

Now let’s take a look in a little more detail at how your retirements savings
have changed over this period.

£1,000.00
Employer contributions

yourplan.royallondon.com/
<VARIABLE BESPOKE URL>

ROYAL LONDON SUPPORT

FINANCIAL ADVISER

While we can’t offer advice or recommendations about your
retirement savings, we can provide you with any information that
you need to know. You can also update us on any changes in your
circumstances.
Tel: 0370 8501 991
Email: csteam3@royallondon.com
Web: yourplan.royallondon.com/<VARIABLE BESPOKE URL>
Write to us:
Corporate Servicing Team 3
Royal London
Po Box 413
Wilmslow,
Cheshire
SK9 1PF

Adviser name
Simple Advice Ltd
Address line 1
Address line 2
Address line 3
Address line 4

Your
contributions

Tax
relief

£480.00

£120.00
£120.00

Employer
contributions

Plan
growth

£1000.00
£120.00

£288.75

£120.00
Tax relief

Extra money

ACCESSIBLE FORMATS
This document is available in Braille and large print
format. For more information contact Royal London
support.

SHARE IN OUR PROFITS

GOVERNMENT TOP UP

As a member of Royal London,
we think you should share in our
success. That’s why, when we do
well, we aim to add a slice of our
profits to your plan. We call it
ProfitShare. Your ProfitShare award
for this year is £10.11. The total
value of your ProfitShare to date is
£18.52.

For every 80p you contribute to
your plan, the government adds an
extra 20p. No strings, just good
old-fashioned tax relief. If you’re
paying more than 20% tax, you
could be entitled to claim more
tax-relief through a self-assessment
form.

The plan growth figure includes investment growth plus ProfitShare, less any
charges that have been paid.

The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. The firm is on the Financial Services Register,
registration number 117672. Registered in England and Wales number 99064. Registered office: 55 Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0RL.

(5.2%)
£288.75
Plan growth for
this period

5 December 2016 - 4 December 2017
Plan number: 1234567

PLANNING FOR YOUR
RETIREMENT

ARE YOU ON COURSE FOR
YOUR RETIREMENT?
The figures below are based on your chosen retirement date of 8 March 2041.
They’re not guaranteed and are just an example.

As a workplace pension customer, you’ll need to make sure you are on track
for the retirement you want. Don’t worry, you don’t have to do this alone.
There are a number of ways you can get support to plan properly.
YOUR EMPLOYER

•

Royal London’s ABS
(above & right) is short
and engaging, making
good use of infographics.

We estimate
your plan could
be worth

giving you
an annual
income of

or a
monthly
income of

£125,000

£5,700

£475

•
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The vast majority of
providers have made
efforts to reduce the
amount of jargon in their
ABS.
Standard Life translates
the impact of employer
contributions, tax relief
and fund growth into
simple infographics
stating (for example)
“you paid £3.74 for every
£10 in your pension”.

•
•
•
•

You’ll take your retirement income as a single life annuity.
Your retirement income will remain at the same level.
You’ll use all of your projected plan value to provide a retirement income.
Your retirement income will be paid for a minimum of five years and thereafter
for the rest of your life.

£6.722.08
Your current
plan value

A FINANCIAL ADVISER

WE’VE MADE THE FOLLOWING ASSUMPTIONS

• Future inflation will be 2.5%.
• The value of your investments will grow by 3.9%.
• Your contributions and your employer’s contributions will increase each year in
line with your salary. We’ve assumed your salary will increase by X% each year.
• The charges on any future regular contributions will be the same as those
applying to your existing regular contributions.
• Regular contributions will continue until the earlier of your chosen retirement
date or your 75th birthday.
• Your contributions are set to gradually increase in line with the minimum levels
set by the government.

RETIREMENT INCOME ASSUMPTIONS

•

Is helping you by setting money aside
from your salary and paying it into a
good quality pension scheme.

ROYAL LONDON GROUP
PERSONAL PENSION PLAN
GROUP PERSONAL PENSION PLAN

Can provide personalised advice to
help you make important decisions
about your financial future.

£5,700
YOU

ROYAL LONDON
As a mutual, we’re owned by our
customers. This means we always put
your needs first and offer you support
when you need it. What’s more, when
we do well, so will you.

INDEPENDENT GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
Monitors how we’re managing your pension and the value
for money we’re providing to our workplace customers. If
you’d like to see how we’re getting on, you can read the latest
report at royallondon.com/IGC.

Your estimated annual
retirement income

£480.00
Your contributions

PLAN CHARGES
Charges apply to your plan, but these have already been deducted and are
included in the figures we gave you earlier. We believe transparency is key to
trust so let’s look at these charges in more detail.
ROYAL LONDON CHARGES

PROFESSIONAL FEES

Over the statement period you’ve
paid us £41.42, plus external fund
charges of £100.00. This is the
equivalent of 0.70% of your plan
value. Please note that some of these
charges are for fees paid for services
provided by an adviser.

Over the statement period, you’ve
paid the following fees to your
adviser:
• £40.00 initial fees
• £40.00 one off fees
• £40.00 ongoing fees
(ongoing fees will normally continue
to be paid until you or your adviser
tell us otherwise)

ENHANCED DEATH BENEFIT
When you transferred to us, you chose to receive enhanced death benefits.
To cover the cost of this, a charge would be applied if you decided to
transfer money out of your plan or decide to take your benefits before
your chosen retirement date. For example, if you wanted to transfer your
retirement savings of £6,722.08 to another provider today, you’d be
entitled to a transfer value of £6,000.00.

HOW WE LOOK AFTER YOUR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS

£1,000.00
Employer contributions

Earlier in this statement we told you that your plan growth last year was
£288.75, which is around 5.2%. We have also calculated that your annual
plan growth since your plan started is 6.8%. Please remember these figures
include investment growth plus ProfitShare, less any charges that have been
paid.
Your retirement savings are invested in the Balanced Lifestyle Strategy
(Annuity). Our experts review this strategy regularly to make sure it’s
performing as it should. And, as you get closer to your retirement age, we
automatically move your retirement savings into lower risk investments. We
call this lifestyling.
We recommend talking to a financial adviser regularly to make sure your
investment choice is still right for you.

£120.00
Tax relief

(5.2%)
£288.75
Plan growth for
this period

Remember that investment returns are never guaranteed. So while your
savings could grow, their value can also go down. This means you could get
back less than you paid into your plan.
5 December 2016 - 4 December 2017
Plan number: 1234567

Room for improvement
Plan number: 4634132
Planholder: Kevin Austin Higgins
Statement period: 01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016
Illustration date: 28/03/2017

Plan number: 4634132
Planholder: Kevin Austin Higgins
Statement period: 01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016
Illustration date: 28/03/2017

Plan number: 4634132
Planholder: Kevin Austin Higgins
Statement period: 01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016
Illustration date: 28/03/2017

Your Group Personal Pension Plan statement: summary – continued
Other benefits

What we'll pay on your death
If you die before you take benefits, we'll pay out a death benefit lump sum
of £181,778 plus your plan value. This value excludes any market value
reduction.

Your Group Personal Pension Plan statement:
summary

Your Group Personal Pension Plan statement: in detail
A breakdown of
your plan
values

Plan number

Phone

The value of investments can fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You
may get back less than the amount originally invested. See 'About these
values' notes later in this section for more information.

Fund

03456 10 00 88 Monday to Friday, 8.30am to 5.30pm
Calls may be recorded and monitored.
aegon.co.uk/onlineform

Email

How is your
plan doing?

178.820

27,346.800

277.940

Fund value
(£)
51,860.84
76,007.70
127,868.54

Fund

Number of
units held

Unit price
(pence)

HIGH EQUITY WP FUND

7,091.690

178.820

LONG CORPORATE
BOND

7,302.050

277.940

Total

The total plan value
includes a terminal
bonus. Please see the
notes below for details.

Peter Hunt & Co Group Personal Pension

Scheme number

Unit price
(pence)

29,001.700

LONG CORPORATE
BOND

Former Protected rights value

Kevin Austin Higgins

Scheme name

Number of
units held

HIGH EQUITY WP FUND

Total

4634132

Planholder

This includes regular contributions as well as any single contributions and
transfer payments (where applicable).

Non-protected rights value

Contact us

You can find a definition of the terms in bold italics in the ‘Additional information’ section at the back of
your statement.

Your plan
details

Your plan value

44876

12,681.36
20,295.32
32,976.68

Total terminal bonus

£28,434.97

Total plan value at 31/10/2016

Your plan value

Fund value
(£)

£189,280.19

Your transfer value

Value on 31/10/2016

Non-protected rights transfer value

£189,280.19

Value on 31/10/2015

£149,754.03

Former Protected rights transfer
value

£39,526.16

£161,968.55
Page 3 of 12

Payments into your plan

Your plan value includes a
terminal bonus.
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In the statement period 01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016

£8,921.40

Since your plan started on 01/12/2001

Plan number: 4634132
Planholder: Kevin Austin Higgins
Statement period: 01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016
Illustration date: 28/03/2017

£134,004.36

What you might get back at age 60
Your tax-free cash could be

£53,376.69

and your yearly pension could be

£7,190.00

Your plan has investments in a with-profits fund with potentially
valuable investment guarantees applicable at your pension date.
These guarantees are reflected within the projected pension figures.
It’s important that you take account of these guarantees, described
overleaf, if considering the early encashment, or switching out, of
any of your with-profits holdings.

Plan number: 4634132
Planholder: Kevin Austin Higgins
Statement period: 01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016
Illustration date: 28/03/2017

Your Group Personal Pension Plan statement: in detail – continued

Your Group Personal Pension Plan statement: in detail – continued

A breakdown of your plan values - continued

A breakdown of your plan values - continued

This is the amount you
could transfer to another
plan and includes a
terminal bonus. Please
see the notes below for
details.

Total transfer value at 31/10/2016

About these
values

High Equity With-Profits fund
n

n

n

£189,280.19

Market value reduction
As you’re invested in the High Equity With-Profits fund we may reduce your
transfer value by a market value reduction (MVR) if you withdraw your money
at any time other than at your pension date or on death. MVR is not a charge,
but a reduction to make sure that investors don’t receive too much if they
leave with-profits funds before their pension date and to help protect the
interests of the continuing investors. A MVR isn’t subject to any applicable
charging cap.

The regular bonus rate for this fund is currently 2.00%. This is reflected in
the unit price.

A MVR applies when your ‘fair share’ of the total fund growth is less than the
regular bonuses added to date. The purpose of the MVR is to make sure that
investors don’t receive too much if they leave with-profits funds before their
pension date and to help protect the interests of the continuing investors.
See 'About your transfer value' later in this section for details.

The High Equity With-Profits fund offers a guarantee that the unit price
won't fall if held to your pension date.
You can find more information in our brochure Our unitised and new
generation with-profits funds. You can view this and our Annual
report to with-profits investors on our website at
www.aegon.co.uk/with-profits or ask us for a copy.

You can find more information in our brochure Our unitised and new
generation with-profits funds. You can view this and our Annual
report to with-profits investors on our website at
www.aegon.co.uk/with-profits or ask us for a copy.

Benefits from payments invested in this fund aren’t guaranteed and depend on
the bonuses we declare.

Potentially valuable investment guarantees will be lost if you transfer out of
the High Equity With-Profits fund before your pension date. You can find more
information on guarantees by visiting www.aegon.co.uk/wpguarantees

Unit-linked funds

For details of the assumptions we've used to calculate what your tax-free
cash and yearly pension could be, go to 'What you might get back when you
take your benefits'. We've taken account of possible future inflation to give
you an indication of how much your pension could be worth if it were
payable today, as inflation reduces the buying power of all savings and
investments.

About your transfer value

If you have any payments invested in unit-linked funds, the benefits aren’t
guaranteed, and the value of investments can fall as well as rise. You may get
back less than the amount originally invested.

n

Terminal bonus

n

We may add a terminal bonus, also known as a final bonus, to your plan on
your pension date, earlier transfer, switch of funds or death. If the plan
continues to your pension date we'll switch your with-profts investments into
a cash fund and may add a terminal bonus payable to your plan at that date.
The terminal bonus amount shown is the value that applies if you
cashed in your with-profits investment on the effective date of this
statement, is shown for illustrative purposes only and isn't
guaranteed. The amount of terminal bonus payable may increase or
decrease at any time.

n

Your
investment

For your with-profits investment, the amount of final bonus we’ve included
in your transfer value is £28,434.97.
We haven’t applied an MVR to your transfer value, but we reserve the right
to apply one in the future if necessary.
Your transfer value takes into account any charges that we'll deduct if you
take your money out of this plan.

This section shows you the investment fund(s), associated fund charges and
rebates for future regular contributions.
Please see your policy booklet for details of all charges. If you would like a full
breakdown of your yearly charges, please contact us.
If you paid any single contributions and/or transfer payments in the
statement period, we invested these payments as instructed at that time.
Regular contributions
Fund
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Aegon is a brand name of Scottish Equitable plc. Scottish Equitable plc, registered office: Edinburgh Park, Edinburgh EH12 9SE. Registered in
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Yearly charge
(%)

HIGH EQUITY WP FUND

1.00%

LONG CORPORATE BOND

1.00%
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Your Group Personal Pension Plan statement: in detail – continued

Your Group Personal Pension Plan statement: in detail – continued

Your investment - continued

Payments into your plan - continued
Date
received

Your yearly charge is made up of the plan’s annual management charge plus
any additional fund management expenses.
n

Want to change
your funds?

n

n

Payments into
your plan

Tax relief
(£)

Your Group Personal Pension Plan statement: in detail – continued

Date
received

Total
(£)

Employer life cover

Employer regular

0.00

351.97

12/09/2016

Employer regular

11/01/2016

Employer life cover

0.00

96.86

12/09/2016

Your regular

11/01/2016

Employer regular

0.00

343.63

10/10/2016

Your regular

60.59

302.96

11/01/2016

Your regular

60.59

302.96

10/10/2016

Employer life cover

0.00

10/02/2016

Your regular

60.59

302.96

10/10/2016

Employer regular

0.00

10/02/2016

Employer life cover

0.00

96.86

10/02/2016

Employer regular

0.00

343.63

10/03/2016

Employer life cover

0.00

96.86

10/03/2016

Employer regular

0.00

343.63

£727.08

10/03/2016

Your regular

60.59

302.96

£4,140.24

11/04/2016

Your regular

60.59

302.96

11/04/2016

Employer life cover

0.00

96.86

11/04/2016

Employer regular

0.00

343.63

Pension payments

Basic rate tax relief on your contributions

Life cover
£1,145.64

If you pay higher rate and/or additional rate tax, you may be able to claim the
extra tax relief from HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) on your yearly tax
return. Speak to your financial adviser for more information.

A breakdown of the payments we received from
01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016
Pension contributions
Date
received

Contribution type

10/05/2016

Employer life cover

0.00

96.86

10/05/2016

Employer regular

0.00

343.63

10/05/2016

Your regular

60.59

302.96

10/06/2016

Your regular

60.59

302.96

10/06/2016

Employer life cover

0.00

96.86

10/06/2016

343.63

Employer regular

0.00

11/07/2016

Employer life cover

0.00

96.86

0.00

88.52

11/07/2016

Employer regular

0.00

343.63

0.00

351.97

11/07/2016

Your regular

60.59

302.96

60.59

302.96

10/08/2016

Your regular

60.59

302.96

302.96

10/08/2016

Employer life cover

0.00

10/08/2016

Employer regular

0.00

Tax relief
(£)

10/11/2015

Employer life cover

10/11/2015

Employer regular

10/11/2015

Your regular

10/12/2015

Your regular

60.59

Total
(£)
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Date
received

Contribution type

Tax relief
(£)

Total
(£)

What you
might get back
when you take
your benefits

n

Employer regular

0.00

343.63

12/09/2016

Your regular

60.59

302.96

and a yearly pension of

10/10/2016

Your regular

60.59

302.96

10/10/2016

Employer life cover

0.00

96.86

We’ve taken account of possible future inflation to give you an
indication of how much your pension could be worth if it were
payable today, as inflation reduces the buying power of all savings
and investments.

Total pension contributions

£8,921.40

Please contact us if you need any more information about the:
n

n

n

n

payments we received
payments made out of your plan
name of the scheme these payments were received from/made to (if
applicable)
amount of gains and losses of your fund over the statement period.

Which could give you tax-free cash of

£7,190.00

About this illustration

n

•

Six out of the nine
submitted ABSs made
no or weak references to
achieving desired
retirement incomes.

•

Five of the nine
submitted ABSs did not
provide signposting to
tax relief.

•

Five of the nine
submitted ABSs made
no or weak references to
where savers can access
impartial financial advice.

amount of gains and losses of your fund over the statement period.

Increase contributions
If you would like to increase contributions to your plan, please let your
employer or financial adviser know.
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Plan number: 4634132
Planholder: Kevin Austin Higgins
Statement period: 01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016
Illustration date: 28/03/2017

Your pension when you take your benefits will depend on a number of
things, which may be different from the assumptions made in this
statement. These include:
n

n

n

n

n
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all contributions being made as planned
the cost of buying an annuity when you take your benefits
the effect of product and investment charges, any consultancy charges
and/or adviser charges

Future contributions into your plan
n

We’ve excluded any contributions made for life cover from the fund value
we’ve used to calculate your projected retirement fund and pension
figures at retirement.

If you don’t have enhanced protection, the benefits you receive may be
subject to a lifetime allowance charge if they exceed the amount of the
lifetime allowance available to you when you take your benefits. The figures
shown don't take into account any lifetime allowance charge that may be
payable. You can find information on lifetime allowance and the lifetime
allowance charge at aegon.co.uk/lifetimeallowance

interest rates when you take your benefits

Your own circumstances may vary considerably from the assumptions listed
below. Your actual fund, when you take your benefits, will depend on the
investments made, the effect of product and investment charges, any
consultancy charges and/or adviser charges and how your investment
grows. Therefore, it may be significantly different from the amount shown.

The calculations to obtain the retirement fund value and yearly pension
figures shown include the current level of terminal bonus and market value
reduction.
The illustration above takes into account the investment guarantees that
apply to your With-Profits investment at your pension date. For more
information on how we calculate this, see the 'Additional information'
section, or visit www.aegon.co.uk/wpguarantees to find out about the
guarantees on your With-Profits fund.

how your investment grows

Standard assumptions for this illustration

n

n

n
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£53,376.69

If you have any questions or would like more information on this illustration,
please contact us. You can find details of how to do this at the start of your
statement. Please note that we’re not authorised to give you any financial
advice. If you need any advice you may want to speak to a financial adviser.

Increase contributions
If you would like to increase contributions to your plan, please let your
employer or financial adviser know.

£213,506.74

We’re providing this information for illustration only using the standard
assumptions detailed later in this section. The amounts shown above give
you an idea of what your pension could be worth when you take your
benefits. It’s not a guarantee or promise of the amount of benefit you’ll get.

n

Are you saving
enough?

Aegon UK’s 12 page, text
filled ABS may struggle
to engage members.

payments made out of your plan
name of the scheme these payments were received from/made to (if
applicable)

Your pension depends on

12/09/2016

343.63

n

Are you saving
enough?

•

payments we received

What you might get back when you take your benefits - continued

96.86

0.00

n

Your Group Personal Pension Plan statement: illustration – continued

Your future pension at age 60

0.00

Your fund value could be

96.86
343.63
£8,921.40

Please contact us if you need any more information about the:

Plan number: 4634132
Planholder: Kevin Austin Higgins
Statement period: 01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016
Illustration date: 28/03/2017

Employer life cover

Employer regular

302.96

96.86

12/09/2016

10/10/2016

343.63

343.63

Your Group Personal Pension Plan statement:
illustration

Payments into your plan - continued

96.86

0.00
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Plan number: 4634132
Planholder: Kevin Austin Higgins
Statement period: 01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016
Illustration date: 28/03/2017

Your Group Personal Pension Plan statement: in detail – continued

0.00

60.59

Total pension contributions

n

£2,908.44

Payments from your employer

Total
(£)

12/09/2016

10/12/2015

by completing our Alteration of fund choice form, which you can get by
calling 03456 10 00 88, downloading it from our website
www.aegon.co.uk/fundchoice or asking your financial adviser

Contributions from your employer

Tax relief
(£)

88.52

A summary of the payments we received from
01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016

Contributions you made

Contribution type

0.00

online if you’re registered for our online services, or

50.00%

Payments into your plan - continued

Contribution type
Employer life cover

You can change your investment fund(s) at any time. You can do this:

50.00%
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Plan number: 4634132
Planholder: Kevin Austin Higgins
Statement period: 01/11/2015 to 31/10/2016
Illustration date: 28/03/2017

10/12/2015

You can find information on fund performance on our website at
www.aegon.co.uk/funds

Contribution
split (%)

n

n

You’ll continue to pay contributions at the rate of 4.20% of your
pensionable earnings including tax relief from the government. We
calculated your average regular contribution over the last 12 months as
£302.96 and used this as your current contribution.
Your employer will continue to pay contributions at the rate of 5.25% of
your pensionable earnings. We calculated your employer's average
regular contribution over the last 12 months as £345.02 and used this as
your employer's current contribution.
Over the next few years, the amounts paid into your pension plan may
need to be increased to meet the government's minimum contribution
levels. We’ve not included the impact of any increase in contribution rates
in this illustration. This means that, if the contribution rates are increased
in future, your fund value is likely to be higher. The value of your
investment can fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may get
back less than the amount originally invested.
Your pensionable earnings will rise in the future in line with inflation.
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Recommendations

“

“Increasing engagement can help people better
understand their pensions and maximise their savings
for retirement; developing a sense of personal
ownership and building trust in the system”viii
- Guy Opperman, Pensions Minister, December 2017

”

Pensions Minister, Guy Opperman, stated in December 2017:
“Increasing engagement can help people better understand their pensions and
maximise their savings for retirement; developing a sense of personal ownership and
viii
building trust in the system” .
Auto-enrolment has been a great success in bringing more people into the pension
savings system. So far opt-out rates of approximately 10 per cent have been lower
than predicted. However, as minimum contributions increase from 2018 and beyond,
there is a risk that this opt-out rate will increase. Indeed, the Government’s review of
auto-enrolment suggests opt-out rates may increase to 27 per cent from March 2019
onwardsix . Auto-enrolment pension providers are one of the key players that can help
counter increasing opt-out rates. Through increased innovation and improved
outreach, they can help foster and develop a savings culture. To improve saver
engagement, our survey points to a range of actions providers might take to
increase member engagement. Auto-enrolment pension providers should:
•

Promote member engagement - report annually on policies and programmes that
seek to engage members, and share knowledge within the industry on best
practice.

•

Commit to an annual member meeting – these member meetings should aim to
discuss and identify key issues of concern among savers and members.

•

Undertake a third party audit of communication and engagement - providers
should ensure information provided to each member is short, simple, and relevant
to individuals, and accessible through a range of technologies and media. This
should be assessed by an independent third party and benchmarked against
leading practice.
• Relevant information could include personalised retirement goals, or the
communication of investment impacts that they know to be of interest to
their members.

The FCA and The Pensions Regulator should also promote member engagement:
•
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To have formal mechanisms to understand savers’ views and incorporate them into
fund policy, the regulators ought to encourage auto-enrolment pension providers
to commit to annual public member meetings and require providers to annually
report on their strategies to increase both saver engagement in general and
member contributions.

Savers show their questions for providers at the
April 2018 Pension Power meeting focused on
ShareAction’s Pensions for the Next Generation
(2018) report on member engagement
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Finding 4: Default funds represent a climate
risk lottery
Background
Climate change and its implications pose potentially significant risks to the global
economy. Rapid technological and regulatory change as a result of the transition to a
low carbon economy could reduce the value of investment portfolios considerably if
no actions are taken to mitigate against themx . Pension funds are particularly at risk,
due to long-term investment horizons and the allocation of passive funds into low
cost index tracker funds, which offer no climate protection against ownership of high
carbon companies. Moreover, climate change poses risks to the quality of savers’ lives
in retirement- what good is a small increase in a pension pot’s value in a world
massively altered by climate change?
The climate change section scored a maximum of 59 points, and focused specifically
on the approach to climate-related financial risks within default funds. Questions
covered:
• The auto-enrolment pension provider’s oversight of climate-related financial
risks in the default funds.
• Investment managers’ actions to address climate-related financial risks and
pension providers’ expectations of them.
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Laurence Watson, Carbon Tracker,
discussing climate risk at the
October 2017 Pension Power
meeting

Findings
Climate Change Score (out of 59)

NEST
(MT)
Total 51

The People’s
Pension
(MT)
Total 19

NOW:
Pensions
(MT)
Total 18

Legal
& General
(MT)
Total 18

Legal
& General
(CB)
Total 18

Aviva
(CB)
Total 17

Scottish
Widows
(CB)
Total 15

Standard
Life
(MT)
Total 12

Standard
Life
(CB)
Total 12

Royal
London
(CB)
Total 9

Aegon UK
(CB)
Total 1

Smart
Pension
(MT)
withdrew

Climate Change Score

Climate Change points not obtained

Figure 7: Scores achieved in the climate change section.
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1. NEST scored 86 per cent, while no other provider scored more than 32 per cent,
giving strong evidence that climate-related financial risks are not consistently
addressed across default fund options.
2. NEST’s high score reflects their leading practice across a number of areas:
• NEST is the only provider that incorporates climate-related financial risks
when setting the default funds’ investment managers’ performance
objectives and reporting requirements.
• NEST is the only provider to have a measureable and time-bound target to
reduce the portfolio’s exposure to climate-related financial risks.
• NEST and NOW: Pensions are the only providers to have products in the
default funds that have allocated assets to specifically deal with
climate-related financial risks, through the Climate Aware World Equity Fund
and green bonds, respectively. The Climate Aware World Equity Fund
accounts for 14 per cent of NEST’s default fund, while NOW: Pensions’ green
bonds account for 13 per cent of the total holdings.
• NEST’s youngest savers’ default fund holdings are tilted more highly towards
climate-friendly stocks.
3. Aegon UK’s default fund portfolio have performed notably poorly, scoring just two
per cent. This is a result of having no specific climate policy in asset allocation and
engagement.
4. Only Royal London, Scottish Widows, and NOW: Pensions have analysed the
carbon intensity of their default fund portfolios, while NEST have conducted
analysis around carbon intensity in their default fund strategy. Additionally, the
default holdings of only Aviva, NEST, and Royal London have specific policies to
address the most carbon-intensive industries, for example, coal and tar sands, or
the utilities sector.
5. Only Aviva and NEST are intending to disclose publicly according to the Taskforce
for Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) recommendations.

Recommendations
While pockets of climate leadership exist, it is clear auto-enrolment pension
providers need to do more to address climate-related financial risks in default funds.
Our findings point to a number of recommendations that could be adopted by
auto-enrolment pension providers, the FCA, and The Pensions Regulator:
• Incorporate products and approaches that address climate-related financial risks
into default fund investment management - climate change should no longer be
considered an ethical problem to be addressed by alternative fund choices. All
default funds should address climate-related financial risks as standard, in both
the active and passive portions.
• Auto-enrolment pension providers should follow NEST’s leading practice by
introducing a measurable and time-bound target to reduce the default fund
portfolios’ exposure to climate-related financial risks.
• The regulators should set a timeframe for auto-enrolment pension providers to
incorporate the TCFD core recommendations.
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Finding 5: Lax on tax - an engagement case study
Background
Engagement with investee businesses by asset owners and managers is becoming
increasingly widespread. In this finding, auto-enrolment pension providers’
response to aggressive tax policies in investee companies is highlighted as an
example of this process. Aggressive corporate tax practices in investee companies
pose material risk to savers’ retirement income through reputational risksxi and greater
regulatory scrutinyxii . Savers are concerned too: a Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI) survey found that in some countries, over 75 per cent of pensions
savers thought it very/fairly important that companies in which their pension is
invested do not exploit tax loopholesxiii .
Auto-enrolment pension providers responded to the question: “Please provide the
pension provider’s specific policy on how it encourages responsible tax conduct by
investee companies?”

Findings
Only NEST and Royal London (through their asset management arm Royal London
Asset Management, which manages 100 per cent of the default fund) have specific
policies relating to responsible tax conduct in investee companies. Both recognise
that an aggressive tax policy is a reputational and regulatory risk, and expect
transparency with regards to tax policy. They will engage with companies on this
matter. The remaining seven auto-enrolment pension providers had no specific
policy in place.

Recommendations
Aggressive tax practices expose companies to valuation risk for regulatory and
reputational reasons. Engagement on topics such as tax policy is increasingly viewed
as good practice and in line with trustee’s fiduciary dutyxiv. Our findings would seem
also to point to the fact auto-enrolment pension providers need to accept the
principle that acting in savers’ ‘best interests’ means seeing that the quality of life in
retirement goes beyond income. Investee companies’ tax policies highlight this: small
increases in pension pots will be insignificant if people retire into a society with poor
public and health services due to government underinvestment. As part of this section
on engagement we have suggested a number of recommendations:
• Tax policy - Recognise the materiality of tax policies in investee companies and
state their expectations of investee companies with regards to their responsible
tax conduct in a publicly available document.
• Engagement policy - Promote, or influence their investment managers to
promote, best practice by engaging with portfolio holdings, taking public
positions, and identifying the escalation process.
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Finding 6: Controversial weapons - exclusions do
not go far enough
Background
For the purpose of this survey, we have identified controversial weapons as weapons
that have been outlawed by international treaties (such as the 2008 Convention on
Cluster Munitions) or considered controversial due to their indiscriminate effects and
disproportionate harm they cause xv. The weapons considered are shown in Table 2.
The survey included a two-part question:
• Does the pension provider have a publicly available policy on investing in
companies involved in the development, production, maintenance, and trade
of controversial weapons?
• The controversial weapons policy [referred to in part one] results in the exclusion
of investee companies involved in the development, production, maintenance,
and trade of which of the following controversial weapons?
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Findings
Anti-Personnel
Landmines

Cluster
Munitions

Biological
Weapons

Chemical
Weapons

Nuclear
weapons
outside of P5
nuclear states

Ammunitions
containing
depleted
uranium

Incendiary
Weapons

Aviva (CB)

Aegon UK (CB)

Legal & General (MT/CB)

NEST (MT)

NOW:Pensions (MT)

4

The People’s Pension
(MT)

Royal London (CB)

Scottish Widows (CB)

Standard Life (MT/CB)

Exclusion policy in place for all fund options
Exclusion policy in place for alternative fund options only
No exclusion policy in place

Table 2: Illustrates the controversial weapons exclusion policy for each auto-enrolment pension provider.
Data sourced from questionnaire responses.

4. NOW:Pensions only have one fund option available
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1. Six of the nine auto-enrolment pension providers had specific policies to address
certain categories of controversial weapons that applied to all fund options.
Scottish Widows and The People’s Pension had specific policies that only applied
to alternative fund options. Aegon UK had no specific policy in place that
addresses controversial weapons holdings.
2. NOW: Pensions’ policy was the broadest, applying to all fund options 4 and
excluding all controversial weapons listed.
3. Where the specific policies applied to all fund options, all six auto-enrolment
pension providers excluded companies linked to cluster munitions and
anti-personnel landmines. However, only Legal & General, NEST, and
NOW: Pensions addressed chemical and biological weapons. Moreover, only
NOW: Pensions addressed ammunitions containing depleted uranium (although
Legal & General will apply additional exclusions to funds located in jurisdictions
where the financing of ammunition containing depleted uranium is prohibited).

Recommendations
The exclusions of businesses linked to the manufacture and sale of cluster munitions
and anti-personnel landmines by the majority of auto-enrolment pension providers
across all fund options is to be congratulated. However, the exclusions should at least
extend in line with the following international treaties:
• The 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention
• The 1981 Convention on Certain Nuclear Weapons (covers incendiary weapons)
• The 1997 Chemical Weapons Convention
Additionally, the scope of exclusions should extend to all fund options (i.e. to include
the default fund). Auto-enrolment pension providers hesitant to introduce an “ethical”
angle to their default funds are encouraged to survey members on the inclusion of
controversial weapons as standard.
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4. NOW:Pensions only have one fund option available

April 2018 Pension Power meeting
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Finding 7: Trustee boards and IGCs need to
encourage greater diversity
Background
Trustee boards and IGCs play critical roles in the governance of pension schemes,
ensuring that the scheme is meeting the members’ best interests. Diversity of
experience is a valuable addition to both boards and committeesxvi . The Pensions
Regulator also recommends that trustee board composition should be diverse and
well-balanced, across the type of trustees, the experience of trustees, and societal
demographicsxvii .
The survey asked auto-enrolment pension providers:
• How does the master trust/IGC seek to ensure a diversity of viewpoints in the
governance structure of the scheme?

Findings
1. Of the five master trusts schemes, NEST, NOW: Pensions, and the Legal & General
master trust answered that they follow The Pensions Regulator best practice in
seeking the representation of diverse societal demographics on the board of
trustees, for example across age and gender.
2. Of the six contract-based schemes, Aviva, Legal & General, and Standard Life
answered that their IGC seeks the representation of diverse societal demographics
on the committee.
An evaluation of board of trustees/IGC composition is detailed in Table 3
NOW: Pensions have the highest proportion of women at 60 per cent. Royal London’s
IGC contains the fewest women, with 17 per cent. Eight of the 11 boards of trustees
and IGCs are made up of fewer than 30 per cent women. A preliminary evaluation
would also suggest that there is very little diversity across age groups, with younger
voices not represented.

Recommendations
It is a positive sign that over half of the surveyed schemes responded stating they are
seeking to represent the diverse societal demographics in the governance structure of
the auto-enrolment schemes. However, the evaluation of board and committee
composition shows there is still much work to be done.
• Boards of trustees and IGCs should outline how they will increase the diversity of
their composition with measurable and time bound targets.
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Aviva (CB)

1/5

Legal & General (CB)

1/5

Standard Life (CB)

1/5

NEST (MT)

NOW: Pensions (MT)

3/5

Legal & General (MT)

1/5

Standard Life (MT)

1/5

Royal London (CB)

1/6

The People’s Pension (MT)

1/4

Scottish Widows (CB)

2/6

Aegon UK (CB)

1/5

5/11

Table 3: Proportion of each board of trustees/IGC that are women. CB = contract-based scheme (which have IGCs).
MT = master trust (which have boards of trustees). All data was collected from auto-enrolment pension provider
websites, and the most recent master trust and IGC reports as of April 2018. Compositions may have changed since
the completion of research.
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CONCLUSIONS &
RECOMMENDATIONS

Savers and regulators should be encouraged by the fact that NEST and The People’s
Pension, the two largest schemes with over nine million members combined, hold first
and second place respectively. NEST’s comprehensive approach to responsible
investment means it is the clear leader among the auto-enrolment pension providers.
Additionally, there are promising signs of innovation in member communications and
engagement, for example, Legal & General’s use of annual member meetings and a
video benefits statement that also shows members the benefits to increasing their
contribution.
However, there is much room for improvement. It should concern the regulators that
trustee boards and investment managers responsible for default funds do not know
the carbon intensity of their portfolios, and that just two providers are intending to
disclose consistently and transparently according to the widely accepted TCFD
recommendations. Specific policies applying to default funds reflecting social
concerns also need reviewing and developing, for example, engagement with investee
companies on tax policies, and controversial weapons exclusions in the default funds.

Recommendations
The findings in each section lead to a series of recommendations for the 10
auto-enrolment pension providers, the FCA, The Pensions Regulator, and the
Department for Work & Pensions.

Recommendations for auto-enrolment pension providers

Responsible Investment

Recommendation 1. Each auto-enrolment pension provider
should produce a statement of responsible investment
principles.
This document would explicitly state their responsible
investment expectations for all asset managers, in-house or
external, active or passive, ensuring savers’ best interests are
met. This statement might include:
• A commitment to engage with underlining investments to
promote better practice on material responsible investment
issues, such as climate change and tax policies.
• Recognise that these policies should apply to default funds
as well as alternative fund choices.
• Clarification of which (if any) ethical concerns are
considered, for example, controversial weapons exclusions.
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Recommendation 2. Incorporate targets and products that
address climate-related financial risks into default fund
investment management
All default funds should address climate-related financial risks
as standard, in both the active and passive portfolios and across
all asset classes. Auto-enrolment pension providers should also
introduce measurable and time-bound targets to reduce the
default fund portfolios’ exposure to climate-related financial
risks.
Recommendation 3. Improve board and IGC diversity
To improve governance and representation, trustee boards and
IGCs should outline a strategy to increase board diversity with
clear time bound targets.

Communications & Engagement

Recommendation 4. Promote member engagement
Auto-enrolment pension providers should report annually on
policies and programmes that seek to engage members, and
share knowledge within the industry on best practice.

Recommendation 5. Commit to an annual member meeting
These member meetings should aim to discuss and identify key
issues of concern among members.

Recommendation 6. Third party audit of communication and
engagement
Auto-enrolment pension providers should ensure information
provided to each member is short, simple, relevant to
individuals, and accessible through a range of technologies and
media. This should be assessed by an independent third party,
and benchmarked against leading practice.
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Recommendations
for the for
Department
of Work
Pensions,
the FCA and the
Recommendations
the Department
ofand
Work
and Pensions,
Pensions Regulator.the FCA and the Pensions Regulator

Recommendation 1. Encouraging climate risk assessments in
default funds
To reduce the climate risk lottery that currently exists among
auto-enrolment default funds, the regulators should set a
timeframe for auto-enrolment pension providers to incorporate
the TCFD core recommendations.

Recommendation 2. Strengthening governance frameworks
To improve diversity across the governance committees the
regulators ought to encourage auto-enrolment pension
providers to set targets to improve diversity on governance
boards.

Recommendation 3. Promoting member engagement
To have formal mechanisms to understand members’ views
and incorporate them into fund policy, the regulators ought
to encourage auto-enrolment pension providers to commit
to annual member meetings. Additionally, the regulators
should require providers to annually report on their strategies
to increase both member engagement in general and each
individual’s contributions.
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April 2018 Pension Power meeting
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Appendix 1
Question list and maximum percentage scores available.
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Theme

Responsible
Investment
Policy and
Process
(formerly
Active
Governance)
14%

Question
Number

AG1a (MT/GB)

AG1b (MT)

Questions

Please provide the master trust’s/
pension provider’s most recent
responsible investment policy and
statement of investment principles.

Max %
score

1%

Are the policy and principles reviewed
regularly?

1%

Are the policy and principles reviewed
regularly?

1%

Which fund options do the policy and
principles cover?

1%

CB=contract based
MT=Master trust

AG1b (CB)

AG1c (MT/CB)

AG2 (MT)

AG2 (CB)

AG3 (MT/CB)

AG4 (MT)

AG4 (CB)
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How are environmental, social and
governance (ESG) factors incorporated
into the governance procedures of the
pension fund?

4%

How are environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) factors incorporated
into the governance procedures of the
pension fund?

4%

When selecting an investment manager
for the default funds, does the request
for proposal (RFP) at the point of
selection assess prospective investment
manager’s responsible investment
policies and practices?

3%

How does the master trust seek to
ensure a diversity of viewpoints in the
governance structure of the scheme?

3%

How does the pension provider seek to
ensure a diversity of viewpoints in the
governance structure of the scheme?

3%

Theme

Question
Number

Engagement AO1
with Portfolio
(formerly
Active
Ownership)
12%
AO2

AO3

AO4

Climate
Change
17%
Sustainable
Development Goal 13:
Climate Action

CC1

CC2a

CC2b

CC3a

CC3b

Questions

Max %
score

Is an executive board member or
equivalent responsible for compliance
with the UK Stewardship Code?

3%

Does the master trust/pension
provider require its investment
managers to publish their voting
records for the default funds?

3%

How did the holdings in the default
funds vote in the following
controversial shareholder resolutions?

3%

How does the master trust/pension
provider monitor the engagement
undertaken by investment managers?

3%

Which of the following describes the
master trust’s/pension provider’s
oversight of climate-related financial
risks?

3%

Has the default fund portfolio been
assessed for any of the potential
systematic risks associated with the
transition to a low-carbon economy?

4%

How have the investment managers
integrated climate-related financial
risks into the investment management
of the default funds?

4%

Does the master trust/pension provider
have a policy requiring the investment
managers of the default funds to
engage with investee companies on
climate-related financial risks?
If no, please explain why
Which of the following do master
trusts/pension providers expect to be
covered by investment managers with
companies within the default fund
portfolio during the engagement
process?

1%

4%
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Question
Number

Theme

Workforce
11%

W1

Sustainable
Development Goal
8: Decent Work and
Economic Growth

Questions

For the default fund, and where
material, does the master trust/pension
provider require its investment
managers to engage with investee
companies on workforce and supply
chain issues, such as those outlined in
Sustainable Development Goal 8
(Decent Work and Economic Growth)?

Max %
score

3%

If yes, please provide details on the
topics covered. If no, please explain
why.
W2

W3

W4

Ethics
11%

E1a

Sustainable
Development Goal 16:
Peace, Justice and
Strong Institutions

E1b

E2
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Does the master trust/pension provider
require the investment managers of the
default funds to engage with investee
companies on issues surrounding
workforce diversity?
Is the master trust/pension provider a
Living Wage accredited employer?

3%

3%

Is the master trust/pension provider
a signatory to the Women In Finance
Charter?

3%

Does the master trust/pension provider
have a publicly available policy on
investing in companies involved in the
development, production, maintenance,
and trade of controversial weapons?

2%

The policy referred to in E1a results in
the exclusion of investee companies
involved in the development,
production, maintenance, and trade
of which of the following controversial
weapons?

4%

Does the master trust/pension
provider have an engagement policy,
where material, that requires the
investment managers of the default
funds to promote the uptake of the
United Nations Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights (UNGPs)?

2%

Question
Number

Theme

Cont.
Ethics
11%

E3

Sustainable
Development Goal 16:
Peace, Justice and
Strong Institutions

E4

Communications
& Engagement

C&E 1a

34%

C&E 1b

C&E 2

C&E 3

C&E 4

Questions

Max %
score

For the default funds, does the
master trust/pension provider request
investment managers promote
anti-corruption policies in line with
the OECD Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises, or the Transparency
International Business Principles for
Countering Bribery?

2%

Please provide the master trust’s/
pension provider’s specific policy on
how it encourages responsible tax
conduct by investee companies.

2%

Does the master trust/pension provider
have a specific policy or programme
to encourage greater understanding
of pensions and savings amongst its
members?

4%

How does the master trust/pension
provider implement this policy or
programme?

6%

Does the master trust/pension provider
have mechanisms to understand and
incorporate members’ views on how
their savings are invested?
What percentage of members logged
into their digital pension platform in
2017?

What percentage of members have
opted-out in the most recent calendar/
financial year for which you have data?

5%

0%

0%

Please state the time period.
C&E 5

In excess of the legal requirements,
what information does the master
trust/pension provider proactively send
to members regarding their savings?

7%
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Theme

Communications
& Engagement

Question
Number

C&E 6

34%

C&E 7

C&E 8

C&E 9

C&E 10a

C&E 10b

Questions

Max %
score

Does the pension provider/master trust
provide its members with information
on the largest holdings in the default
funds?

1%

Has the master trust/pension provider
assessed the readability of all their
client facing communications?

3%

Please provide examples of the
following client facing literature:
• Introduction pack
• Annual Benefits Statement
• Information approaching retirement
• Default fund factsheets
• Transfer requests

3%

How does the master trust/pension
provider ensure that savers can easily
increase their regular contributions?

1%

What percentage of members are
in the default funds?

0%

Do Sharia and ethical fund options
exist?
1%

C&E 11

C&E 12
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Does the pension provider/master trust
intend to provide the UK Government’s
proposed Pensions Dashboard with
data?

In the past 12 months, how long has it
taken to transfer pensions out of the
master trust’s/pension provider’s
default funds?

3%

1%

April 2018 Pension Power meeting
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Disclaimer
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The Small Print
This publication and related materials are not intended to provide and do not constitute
financial or investment advice. ShareAction makes no representation regarding the
advisability or suitability of investing in any particular pension, company, investment
fund or other vehicle or of using the services of any particular entity, asset manager or
other service provider for the provision of investment services. A decision to use the
services of any pension provider, asset manager, or other entity should not be made in
reliance on any of the statements set forth in this publication. Whilst every effort has
been made to ensure the information in this publication is correct, ShareAction and its
agents cannot guarantee its accuracy and they shall not be liable for any claims or
losses of any nature in connection with information contained in this document,
including (but not limited to) lost profits or punitive or consequential damages or
claims in negligence.
The opinions expressed in this publication are based on the documents specified. We
encourage readers to read those documents.Online links accessed before 30 May 2018.
Fairshare Educational Foundation (ShareAction) is a company limited by guarantee
registered in England and Wales (number 05013662 and registered address Ground
Floor, 16 Crucifix Lane, London, SE1 3JW) and a registered charity (number 1117244).
VAT registration number GB211 1469 53.
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Find out more:
shareaction.org/ranking-pensions-2018
shareaction.org 16 Crucifix Lane
info@shareaction.org London United Kingdom
+44 (0)20 7403 7800 SE1 3JW
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